
The brilliant choice!
MACal 1100 Print & Cut Mirror Films

Advantages:

   Deep appealing metal look on both sides

   Two smooth finishes 
MACal 1169 Print & Cut:  

silver/silver mirror film, gloss finish 
MACal 1179 Print & Cut:  

gold/gold mirror film, satin finish

   Compatible with most inkjet printing  
platforms (SB, Eco SB, latex, UV)

   Flat, stable media, with excellent dimensional 
stability during printing and cutting 

   Trouble-free computer cutting and fast weeding,  
even for small letters and fine lines

   Easy to weed without tearing
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MACal 1169 & 1179 Print & Cut  
are mirror-like printable films.  

Their unique smooth silver and gold finish allows 
for top-of-the-range luxurious decoration of flat 

surfaces. They are compatible with most inkjet 
printing platforms (SB, Eco SB, UV,latex) and 

allow lean, fast and straightforward cutting with 
most plotters, as well as a fast weeding, even 

for small letters and fine lines. These materials 
provide a stunning ‘mirror like’ finish on both 

sides of the product for eye-catching designs.

MACal 1169 & 1179 Print & Cut are an 
outstanding choice for short to medium term 

marking applications and indoor or outdoor 
decorations.
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MACal 1100 Print & Cut Mirror Films

Technical characteristics: 
  120 µm double layer film, with a polymeric 
stabilized calendered cadmium-free vinyl 
laminated on a metallized PET film

  High quality clear solvent-based permanent 
acrylic adhesive

  Clear 75 µm matt PET backing

Typical uses: 
MACal 1169 & 1179 Print & Cut have been 
created for medium-term interior and short-term 
exterior marking applications, including signs and 
decoration on windows and flat vehicle surfaces. 
The products allow a combination of printing 
and cutting for more creativity and eye-catching 
decoration!

Durability: 
Indoor: 3 years

Outdoor: 3 months for gold;  
6 months for silver


